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Mellow Inside 
 
 
  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
  

Walking down the road, for a walk on my own 
Got the calm, got the time, no need to go home 
Every step I take I see the line is moving too 
It doesn’t matter, I got nothing to pursue   
Feeling alright, I´m feeling okay    
Mellow inside, I´m fine, anyway today 
I’m feeling alright, I´m feeling okay 
Mellow inside, I´m fine, anyway today 
 
Find myself alone out here, it´s quiet and serene 
Even in my dreams, I never pictured this scene 
A million colours left and right, my pace is getting slow 
It doesn´t matter, I got nowhere else to go 
 
Feeling alright, I´m feeling okay    
Mellow inside, I´m fine, anyway today 
I’m feeling alright, I´m feeling okay 
Mellow inside, I´m fine, anyway today 
 
Yesterday is dead and buried, yesterday is past 
Its faint shadow follows me, every step I take 
Makes no difference walking slow, or running fast 
Better take some rest, better take a break 

Mellow inside, mellow inside, mellow inside, I’m fine  
I’m feeling mellow inside, feeling mellow inside, I’m feeling 
mellow inside, I’m fine  
Yes I feel mellow inside, mellow inside, mellow inside, I’m fine 
Mellow inside, anyway today 
 
Feeling alright, I´m feeling okay 
Mellow inside, I´m fine, anyway today 
I’m feeling alright, I´m feeling okay 
Mellow inside, I´m fine, anyway today 
 
Yes I’m feeling alright, I´m feeling okay 
Mellow inside, I´m fine, anyway today 
Feeling alright, I’m feeling okay 
Feeling alright, I’m feeling okay 
Mellow inside, I´m fine, anyway today 

Walking down the road, for a walk on my own 
Got the calm, got the time, no need to go home 
Every step I take I see the line is moving too 
It doesn’t matter, I got nothing to pursue   
Feeling alright, I´m feeling okay    
Mellow inside, I´m fine, anyway today 
I’m feeling alright, I´m feeling okay 
Mellow inside, I´m fine, anyway today 
 
Find myself alone out here, it´s quiet and serene 
Even in my dreams, I never pictured this scene 
A million colours left and right, my pace is getting slow 
It doesn´t matter, I got nowhere else to go 
 
Feeling alright, I´m feeling okay    
Mellow inside, I´m fine, anyway today 
I’m feeling alright, I´m feeling okay 
Mellow inside, I´m fine, anyway today 
 
Yesterday is dead and buried, yesterday is past 
Its faint shadow follows me, every step I take 
Makes no difference walking slow, or running fast 
Better take some rest, better take a break 

Mellow inside, mellow inside, mellow inside, I’m fine  
I’m feeling mellow inside, feeling mellow inside, I’m feeling 
mellow inside, I’m fine  
Yes I feel mellow inside, mellow inside, mellow inside, I’m fine 
Mellow inside, anyway today 
 
Feeling alright, I´m feeling okay 
Mellow inside, I´m fine, anyway today 
I’m feeling alright, I´m feeling okay 
Mellow inside, I´m fine, anyway today 
 
Yes I’m feeling alright, I´m feeling okay 
Mellow inside, I´m fine, anyway today 
Feeling alright, I’m feeling okay 
Feeling alright, I’m feeling okay 
Mellow inside, I´m fine, anyway today 
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